Main Ideas
1. The Republic of Texas sought foreign recognition in part to ease the threat of war with Mexico.
2. Many Texans favored joining the United States.
3. Several countries recognized Texas independence.

The Story Continues
Sailors on the Texas Navy’s flagship, the Independence, were headed home from New Orleans when trouble struck. Off the Texas coast, the Independence encountered two Mexican warships, and a fierce battle began. The Independence was soon captured, along with diplomat William H. Wharton and all the Texas sailors. It seemed that no Texans would be safe until Mexico recognized the Republic’s independence.

The Quest for Texas Statehood
The relationship between Texas and Mexico was a key issue in the early Republic’s foreign relations, or dealings with other countries. Mexico refused to acknowledge Texas independence. The Mexicans maintained that Texas was still a state in rebellion against its rightful government.

Texans wanted to resolve their relationship with Mexico to avoid conflicts like the one involving the Independence. They hoped that if other nations recognized that Texas was no longer part of Mexico, then Mexico would do the same. This would lessen the chance of war. Most important to the Republic’s leaders was diplomatic recognition by the United States. Diplomatic recognition is the acknowledgment by one government that another government exists.
Actually, many leaders—including Sam Houston—wanted more than just recognition from the United States. They hoped that Texas could join the United States as a new state. Houston had campaigned for the Texas presidency promising that he would work for Texas statehood, and as president he tried to fulfill that promise. However, U.S. officials did not want to consider annexing Texas. In fact, they were hesitant even to recognize the Republic. U.S. President Andrew Jackson warned Congress that acknowledging Texas independence might anger Mexico. Such an action could lead to a costly war.

Another obstacle to annexation was slavery. In the early 1800s, northern and southern states were at odds over slavery. Northerners who opposed slavery argued against statehood for Texas. They refused to add another state that allowed slavery. William H. Wharton, who had been sent to Washington by President Houston, reported on the debate.

**TEXAS VOICES**

“...The recognition of our independence will certainly take place, but I have not...much hopes of our being annexed....Already has the war violently commenced even on the prospect of our annexation.”

—William H. Wharton, letter to Stephen F. Austin, December 11, 1836

As the debate over annexation continued in Washington, Jackson sent Henry Morfit to Texas to learn about conditions in the Republic. Morfit’s report back to the president did not support recognition. He noted that the Republic’s population was too small, that the young nation had too much debt, and that it had too powerful an enemy—Mexico—to stand on its own. Americans were not sure the Republic could last.

**Reading Check**  **Finding the Main Idea**  Why was foreign recognition important to the Republic of Texas?
Foreign Recognition

Wharton was right. Despite Morfit’s report, the United States officially recognized Texas independence. In his last official act as president, Andrew Jackson appointed Alcée Louis La Branche as U.S. minister to Texas in 1837. The Republic sent Memucan Hunt as its first official representative to Washington.

As Wharton had predicted, though, the U.S. government refused to consider annexation. Many Texans were disappointed at the lost chance for statehood. The Republic’s leaders, however, were more optimistic. They hoped that having official diplomatic ties with the United States would lead to foreign trade and loans, both of which were needed to improve the Republic’s economy. Also, official recognition by the U.S. government might encourage immigration to Texas.

With recognition from the United States secured, Houston sought to establish ties with other countries as well. In 1837 he sent James Pinckney Henderson to Europe to try to gain recognition for Texas. Every country he could get to recognize the Republic’s independence would strengthen its position.

In September 1839 France recognized Texas, becoming the first European country to do so. France sent Alphonse Dubois de Saligny as its representative to the Republic. Recognition from Great Britain, Belgium, and the Netherlands followed. Texas leaders hoped that official recognition by these nations would pressure Mexico to acknowledge Texas independence as well. When that failed, President Lamar tried both cash payments and threats of force to convince Mexico to recognize the Republic’s existence. But Mexico still refused.

Reading Check Analyzing Information Which countries recognized the Republic of Texas as an independent country?